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Workday & MPS

- Applications built for 10+ years in XpressO (XO)
  - High-level, form-based metadata
  - Clicking & copy/paste

- YP built in MPS as a replacement
  - Goals: Improve application performance & developer productivity
  - Familiar functional programming concepts
  - Built-in constructs for common application logic
• Multiple teams implementing DSLs
  – 3 core language DSLs
  – 2 teams starting on their (integrated) DSLs

• Beginning language adoption

• Rapidly growing MPS dev team
  – ~4 devs a year ago up to ~15 now
Team growth meant more time spent on pull request feedback.

Source diff vs. projectional diff challenging for targeted comments:
- Stylistic feedback noise.
Improving the Code Review Experience
Initial Attempts

**MPS Node URLs**
- Reduce developer time to find and address feedback

**Lexer**

**Reducer**

**Linter**
- Reduce pull request noise by automating style fixes
Improving the Code Review Experience

Existing Tools

**mbeddr Code Review**
- Inline commenting
- Carries review information along with the model

**Screenshot Bitbucket Plugin**
- Doesn’t modify the model
- Screenshots make inline commenting impossible

**Bitbucket Plugin**
- Inline commenting

Feedback stored with the pull request

???
• Post feedback within MPS
  – Optionally associate with particular nodes
  – Distributed via the pull request
• View feedback inline
  – Achieved with mbeddr conditional editors
• Mirror other pull request info
• Works with any MPS DSL
Code Reviewer Plugin
Code Reviewer Plugin Architecture
Flux

http://facebook.github.io/flux/docs/in-depth-overview.html#content
Flux

```
Store (com.workday.mps.flux.core)
  ActivityStore (com.workday.mps.review.store)
  ReviewStore (com.workday.mps.review.store)
  SettingsStore (com.workday.mps.review.store)
  UiProxyStore (com.workday.mps.review.store)
```

http://facebook.github.io/flux/docs/in-depth-overview.html#content
Flux

http://facebook.github.io/flux/docs/in-depth-overview.html#content
Evaluation

• Open source
  – Find us at https://github.com/Workday/mps-code-reviewer

• Use for MPS dev teams within Workday

• Extend to language consumers within Workday

• Incorporate feedback and iterate
Future Work

- Support GitHub

- Support other pull request actions
  - Approve, decline, needs work
  - Like comments
  - Reply to comments

- Improve commenting/refresh UX

- Make it prettier
  - Replace Swing
  - Render markup and images
Conclusion

**Workday & MPS**

- Applications built for 10+ years in XpressO (XO)
  - Form-based metadata
  - High level
- YP built in MPS as a replacement
  - Goals: Improve application performance & developer productivity
  - Familiar functional programming concepts
  - Built-in constructs for common application logic

**Improving the Code Review Experience**

**Existing Tools**

- mbeddr Code Review
  - Inline commenting
  - Carries review information along with the model
- Bitbucket Plugin
  - Screenshots make inline commenting impossible
  - Doesn’t modify the model
- Feedback stored with the pull request

**Problem**

**Code Review Workflow**

- Team growth meant more time spent on pull request feedback
- Source diff vs. projectional diff challenging for targeted comments
  - Stylistic feedback noise

**Code Reviewer Plugin Architecture**

https://github.com/Workday/mps-code-reviewer